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Bridge Maps Labeling Script

```python
# Script code
```

**Description and Benefit**

Bridge Maps Labeling Script innovation is a python script that is used to automatically create, format and color code labels in bridge inspection maps. The programming code behind the script is uploaded into the mapping software ArcMap to interact with the bridge layer in the map to customize the labels. This allows the mapping group to speed up their creation of the county bridge inspection maps.

This innovation saves time by allowing the mapping group to be able to have the bridge labels automatically labeled and color coded without having to manually color code the labels. This innovation also simplifies work by cutting the time in half to create all the county bridge maps for the bridge inspectors. The mapping group used to have to manually label, color code, and adjust labels to create the county bridge maps which are used for bridge inspections. This process of making the maps used to take 3 months. Now using the python script, the automatic color coded labels allows the mapping group to create the county bridge maps in about 6 weeks. The other benefit to this script is that it can easily be modified to customize labels in other maps.

**For More Information Contact**

Central Office/Transportation Planning
Josh Carey at Joshua.Carey@modot.mo.gov or 573-751-3775.